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 ESG in Credit Ratings 

To include ESG considerations in credit ratings, we need to overcome two main challenges: accessing reliable, standardised data 

and selecting considerations that are credit relevant. This field is constantly evolving, and our rating methodologies are regularly 

updated to capture emerging industry trends.  

Our credit rating methodologies vary according to the asset class, industry or region as well as the capital and structural features 

of a financial instrument. Similarly, our assessment and the relevance of ESG factors is a function of the asset class, the industry 

or the region in question. Our methodologies define and use processes and topics depending on the asset class. The credit rating 

methodologies listed below (see section 2) provide the rating principles for each analytical area. They show how environmental, 

social and governance (ESG) factors can be credit relevant and provide systematic ways to identify and provide guidance on how 

ESG is incorporated into the rating analysis on a continuous basis. ESG factors need to be seen in the context of our rating 

definitions either as generally defined in Scope Ratings’ definitions or the respective practice specific Credit Rating methodologies 0F

1.  

In general, our forward-looking opinions regarding the relative creditworthiness of an issuer, an instrument, or an obligation, address 

the timely payment or expected loss for financial obligations. They blend both quantitative and qualitative factors. As such also ESG 

factors need to be continuously monitored to determine their materiality and their impact on the financial performance, and hence 

the credit quality of an entity or a financial instrument. Given the interplay of the different ESG factors, fundamental credit factors 

can limit, offset or amplify ESG risks. ESG factors can be credit positive, neutral or negative. An obstacle for any consistent inclusion 

of ESG factors in credit analysis is the absence of uniform definitions and standardised data. There is progress on both fronts. ESG 

standards are becoming a mandatory feature of corporate reporting. In Europe and as part of the EU’s Green Deal, e.g. the 

Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive becomes applicable to SMEs and will report under the new European Sustainability 

Reporting Standards (ESRS) developed by the European Financial Reporting Advisory Group - EFRAG. The directive  introduces 

the concept of double materiality: i.e., “how sustainability issues affect their business and about their own impact on people and the 

environment”1F

2. Together with similar initiatives, standardisation will facilitate transparent and comparable identification of the extent 

of which ESG issues have the potential to become material to the issuer/transaction’s credit quality. 

1.1 ESG factors and credit rating methodologies 

Our rating methodologies explain how ESG factors are integrated in the rating process. As explained below, ESG factors are 

considered explicit rating factors or implicit rating factors embedded in other credit rating factors.  

ESG factors in credit rating methodologies 

 

 Source: Scope Ratings  

 

 
 
1 See Scope’s Credit Rating Definitions available here 
2 Source: https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/QANDA_21_1806 

https://scoperatings.com/dam/jcr:489a367c-01ba-4b3e-b203-1de2dca46da2/Scope%20Ratings_Rating%20Definitions_%202022%20Jul.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/QANDA_21_1806
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Governance and default risk are strongly correlated. Governance considerations have been among the most long-standing and 

prominent credit rating drivers that are part of all credit rating methodologies. Governance factors indicate how well a corporation 

is controlled and directed and the extent to which the interests of different stakeholders are safeguarded, including the capacity and 

willingness of an entity to honour its obligations on time and in full. Thus, governance is crucial and core to our credit assessment 

in all asset classes. Methodologies describe how governance issues are captured in our credit analysis. 

The definition, understanding and relevance of Environmental and Social factors for credit assessments is constantly evolving and 

tightly linked to the specificities of different asset classes, industries and/or the characteristics of relevant countries and regions. 

We regularly interact with relevant stakeholders to understand industry best practice or regulatory developments to review and 

determine the extent of which ESG factors are credit relevant. Our methodologies are transparent in showing how ESG factors are 

becoming more relevant in credit ratings and the credit impact they can have. 

Environmental and social issues are assessed following two different paths: 

(1) as an implicit rating factor embedded in other rating factors such as the business or the financial risk profiles (applied in 

Corporates, Covered Bonds, Structured Finance and Project Finance). Rating reports would typically highlight in a 

dedicated section how ESG considerations influence our views on rating factors. 

(2) as an explicit rating factor, fully part of the rating construct (applied in Sovereign and Public Sector, Financial Institutions)  

1.2 Top-down and bottom-up assessments at sector and issuer levels 

The combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches are fully part of the rating process for all our franchises. Sector 

knowledge and specialisation continue to constitute an essential element in the rating process as it helps to identify and capture 

risks and opportunities at both sector and issuer/ transaction levels. Specifically: 

a) At the sector level, the assessment consists in defining the main driver, issues, risks and opportunities. It is crucial for 

positioning the issuer/transaction within its sector and compare it to peers. See e.g. the materiality matrices disclosed in 

Corporates ESG considerations (section 3). 

b) At the issuer/ transaction level, we investigate how the issuer or the specific transaction addresses sector-specific or 

business-model specific challenges. An issuer would strive to ensure the sustainability of its operating model. We also 

review to what extent ESG considerations have an impact on financial performance (gain/loss of revenues, gain/loss of 

operating margins, capex, litigation costs, etc). Similarly, if the value of collateral provided for an instrument depends on 

distinctive and tangible ESG factors that have the potential to increase or decrease their secondary market value, ESG 

factors will be considered in the rating analysis. 

ESG risks and opportunities are often not quantifiable nor is it always easy to determine when they will become a driving factor for 

the credit quality such as biodiversity and social factors. Similarly, the same ESG factor can have a different credit impact depending 

on the sector, geography, or regulatory environment. The impact may vary from short term to long term. Further, many ESG factors 

can only be factored in on a qualitative basis. At the same time, the importance of ESG factors can change swiftly, from representing 

only a remote risk to a more tangible one, even including risk of possible default. Where possible we use quantitative methods and 

metrics, or provide qualitative guidance on how we incorporate the impact on creditworthiness. 

Commitments to reduce carbon emissions and other efforts to address climate change are gaining in credit relevance. Regulatory 

changes, including changes in pricing mechanisms of greenhouse gas emissions (GHG), are closely monitored as they have the 

potential to become important rating factors for several asset classes.  

Incorporating ESG factors also requires careful application of our methodologies. In the case where a segment-specific 

methodology has a more nuanced emphasis on ESG risks, it needs to be read in conjunction with its associated general sector 

methodology.  

Consistent application and inclusion of ESG factors in the rating process requires common standards for measurement and 

disclosure. In absence, we will provide clear disclosure of what information we have used, how we have normalised information to 

enhance comparability and the assumptions we have made in translating information into an E, S or G credit rating factor.  

To help investors, we provide overviews of how ESG factors are typically integrated into our credit analysis (see section 3).  
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1.3 Adherence to the UNPRI  

We adhere to the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investments (UNPRI), and integrate environmental, social and 

governance (ESG) factors into credit analysis. We incorporate the risks arising from an issuer/transaction's exposure to ESG factors 

as part of the analytical approach reflected in our rating methodologies and regularly update them as our understanding evolves. 

 Credit rating Methodologies  

2.1 Sovereign and Public Sector 

Sovereign Rating Methodology 

Supranational Rating Methodology 

Sub-Sovereigns Rating Methodology 

Government Related Entities Rating Methodology 

UK Social Housing Rating Methodology 

2.2 Corporates 

General Corporate Rating Methodology 

Chemicals Rating Methodology 

Construction and Construction Materials Rating Methodology 

Consumer Products Rating Methodology 

European Utilities Rating Methodology 

European Automotive and Commercial Vehicle Manufacturers Rating Methodology 

European Automotive Suppliers Rating Methodology 

European Business and Consumer Services rating Methodology 

Investment Holding Companies Rating Methodology 

Oil and Gas Rating Methodology 

Metals and Mining Rating Methodology 

European Real Estate Rating Methodology 

Pharmaceutical Rating Methodology 

Retail and Wholesale Rating Methodology 

2.3 Financial Institutions 

Financial Institutions Rating Methodology 

2.4 Covered Bonds 

Covered Bond Rating Methodology 

2.5 Structured Finance 

General Structured Finance Rating Methodology 

SME ABS Rating Methodology 

CLO Rating Methodology 

CRE Loan and CMBS Rating Methodology 

Consumer and Auto ABS Rating Methodology 

2.6 Project Finance Rating Methodology 

General Project Finance Rating Methodology 

Aviation Finance Rating Methodology 

https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=01508950-119c-4ab5-9182-54fffdc1003f
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=17647f1c-8a72-485e-a158-64b193ba9131
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=04da2501-7c0f-46a1-ba19-966a595e676b
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=43215141-88f7-4271-8523-66b37468e6a6
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=e2f2574f-396a-4f9b-8240-f3999703491b
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=288180ad-b908-4f1b-872b-40617a2da901
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=e9dddf01-7e1e-4d19-ba18-1bb1efe98c74
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=e007b4c7-c938-4654-8409-d55b17b69776
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=216f1cf9-52c7-469b-a193-f1d0c9223a56
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=eac9f17a-cb4c-4073-b6c9-1a9faacef04c
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=e6d88f9f-8a88-4a9b-ac87-7a8cb7149890
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=23e5a13e-182a-466a-aa5d-4a8075227b86
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=6fccd410-36c1-4191-b184-2b19b041b857
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=3d65899e-0a03-474b-9bf5-747e9d29c526
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=f2de365d-740d-4756-ad30-8853f7364f5f
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=cd3958ba-51b0-4e0f-bce0-ad58106d9162
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=b662d372-a94d-46ca-9552-93c2fd152ea4
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=e405657f-f419-497d-b67c-b33c29d7f9a8
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=ab003ea3-ce6f-4c10-9869-7f0858eae451
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=04da2501-7c0f-46a1-ba19-966a595e676b
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=d5a3b796-eabd-428f-b925-dbf174edc409
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=8f6dc4fe-71e6-4946-bc27-3e84585c0a38
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=724fb3fa-3b00-4f65-a397-e844a4e74d26
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=3d7917e9-f758-4e9b-9596-7fe8df004b12
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=3d7917e9-f758-4e9b-9596-7fe8df004b12
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=291babb4-afe4-40ab-a7dd-a5d0d3d017fd
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=61f88f93-3fe3-4dad-9a1b-b59e3ef8411e
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=7d216e5d-1f16-40d1-8a3d-c57e20ab7226
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=93ff46e5-8b29-4d0d-8a34-2fbda01c8c92
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 ESG considerations 

To illustrate how relevant and sector specific ESG consideration are monitored, assessed and incorporated into the rating analysis, 

additional guidance is provided by the respective analytical sectors in various formats: 

3.1 Sovereign and Public Sector 

EU sovereign debt: climate but especially demographics present important long-term risk 

EU climate goals: few countries on course to be “Fit for 55”; further reforms needed 

Demographics and sovereign credit risk– focus on EU trends 

Sovereign ESG risk: direct and indirect environmental risks material for credit outlooks 

Africa’s solvency crisis: China’s participation in G20 debt relief a sign of multilateralism, but a “DSSI+” framework is required 

ESG and sovereign ratings: Distinct risks, overlap exists, but challenges ahead 

Supranational lending: how environmental risks and governance are diverging 

3.2 Corporate ratings 

ESG considerations for rating construction companies 

ESG considerations for rating pharmaceutical companies 

ESG considerations for the credit rating of airlines  

ESG considerations for credit ratings of consumer goods companies 

ESG considerations for the credit rating of retail corporates 

ESG considerations for the credit rating of real estate corporates 

ESG considerations for the metal and mining industry 

ESG considerations for the credit rating of utilities 

ESG considerations for chemical company credit ratings 

3.3 Financial institutions ratings 

ESG in banks Part 1: Assessing environmental factors as a component of bank credit risk 

ESG in banks Part 2: Assessing social factors as a component of bank credit risk 

ESG in banks Part 3: Assessing governance factors as a component of bank credit risk 

ESG and digital transition as measures of long-term sustainability for banks 

Climate risk disclosure requirements not without challenges for European banks 

3.4 Covered Bond Ratings 

Prospects and outlook for ESG covered bonds 

Legal framework analysis: Norway 

Governance support in Austria's new covered bond framework 

3.5 Structured Finance ratings 

Integrating climate-change risk into structured finance transactions backed by corporate debt 

European CLOs: navigating the ESG landscape 

Integrating climate-change risk into structured finance: a stress test-based approach 

3.6 Project Finance Ratings 

ESG risk considerations in project finance credit risk 

ESG Risk considerations in Aviation Finance 

https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:950d3731-6b72-4155-8534-9e1409a5c056/Scope_Climate%20and%20demographics_Long-term%20DSAs_Final.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:89fea023-f310-4022-bc50-444380b409b1/EU%20climate%20mitigation_Report_Final.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:89fea023-f310-4022-bc50-444380b409b1/EU%20climate%20mitigation_Report_Final.pdf
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.scopegroup.com%2Fdam%2Fjcr%3A1b2f0422-8472-4a76-80f2-5f1ea10d3123%2FScope%2520Ratings_Why%2520demographics%2520are%2520relevant%2520for%2520credit%2520risk_2021%2520Nov.pdf&data=05%7C01%7Cb.cohen%40scoperatings.com%7C554fb0fe9b05488dc40408da919f890d%7C211c49c3c44249769bd4c0fecdd6dfa9%7C0%7C0%7C637982411929714190%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=eTPBtTKTn5mXAD7NAJwRc8Sfdx1F1YpsDq20FDhOPro%3D&reserved=0
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.scopegroup.com%2Fdam%2Fjcr%3A1b2f0422-8472-4a76-80f2-5f1ea10d3123%2FScope%2520Ratings_Why%2520demographics%2520are%2520relevant%2520for%2520credit%2520risk_2021%2520Nov.pdf&data=05%7C01%7Cb.cohen%40scoperatings.com%7C554fb0fe9b05488dc40408da919f890d%7C211c49c3c44249769bd4c0fecdd6dfa9%7C0%7C0%7C637982411929714190%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=eTPBtTKTn5mXAD7NAJwRc8Sfdx1F1YpsDq20FDhOPro%3D&reserved=0
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadstudy?id=0d595500-df91-43c2-8ffa-3f2e7644b445
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadstudy?id=70408d93-61d7-45b5-8747-82ed99bf6d0b
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadstudy?id=70408d93-61d7-45b5-8747-82ed99bf6d0b
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadstudy?id=deb7b78f-4710-49c6-b032-243149bebb0b
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.scopegroup.com%2Fdam%2Fjcr%3A6562f608-209e-4e0f-aeb5-a5eb62202be8%2FScope%2520Ratings%2520GmbH_Supras_transition%2520and%2520physical%2520risks_final.pdf&data=05%7C01%7Cb.cohen%40scoperatings.com%7C554fb0fe9b05488dc40408da919f890d%7C211c49c3c44249769bd4c0fecdd6dfa9%7C0%7C0%7C637982411929557940%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=sJ1nh0rWj7hrT0AlFsRTQsxCI9dUxU4k%2BxMfLmabPfE%3D&reserved=0
https://www.scoperatings.com/ratings-and-research/research/EN/172948
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:dfa29e40-2e2f-4fde-8199-db5a8f5206f7/Scope%20-%20ESG%20factors%20in%20Pharma%20credit%20ratings_NR.pdf
http://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadstudy?id=1a66d686-eafc-4212-8b97-357333868ab0
http://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:7a84257d-176f-434f-8b44-5353baedd3ea/Scope%20Ratings_ESG%20paper%20Consumer%20Goods_2021Nov.pdf
http://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadstudy?id=1adcebbc-6a68-4037-b54a-23ae95ef9397
http://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadstudy?id=133425ff-6dfa-4148-8050-46f3795d0ceb
http://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadstudy?id=6edea1b6-4771-49e5-bff6-ec0756342e4a
http://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadstudy?id=2b5dd976-446d-42bb-b370-89577ab5f2d6
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:7a283fb4-4dc7-40eb-853d-159bb3a3b2b4/Scope%20Ratings_ESG%20considerations%20for%20chemicals_research_July23_1207.pdf
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadstudy?id=b2e68984-2be3-4ec5-ace4-aa4298a134dd
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadstudy?id=6b74c4d0-e715-4d51-acef-ad3939dfbc4d
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:d1cd133c-e23d-4f44-9ba2-039e1823b828/Scope%20Ratings_ESG%20and%20banks%20Part%203%20governance_2021Aug.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:3f9bb9b2-e9cb-4af7-b847-4f33e871f30f/Scope%20Ratings_Incorporating%20ESG%20factors%20in%20bank%20credit%20ratings_2021Nov.pdf
http://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:cf71ab9b-cb74-4a4a-84ed-d9f2b119543a/Scope%20-%20ECB%20CST%20EBA.pdf
https://app.livestorm.co/scope-group/prospects-and-outlook-for-esg-covered-bonds/live?s=c7d8d563-351f-4c9c-a338-5ee6b2bd02d6#/chat
http://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:1bd4d61c-1a53-4874-8c3b-ddecb24149b9/Scope%20Ratings%20-%202022%20Scope%20Covered%20Bond%20Framework%20Analysis%20-%20Norway%20Sept%201.pdf
http://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:bc0d84bb-8537-459e-ac60-42b87ae992f5/Scope%20Ratings%202022%20Scope%20Covered%20Bond%20Framework%20Analysis%20-%20Austria%202.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:210677b4-be88-4ae6-bcfe-25a14a3c5054/Scope%20Ratings%20-%20Climate-change%20risk%20in%20SF%20June%202023.pdf
http://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:f13a0ed5-8f6e-4f19-a042-19b69927d718/Scope%20Ratings%20-%20ESG%20in%20CLOs.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:3c9be3c6-521e-4b98-8d23-9dff9cf5b88c/Scope%20Ratings%20-%20Climate-chnge%20risk%20in%20structured%20finance.pdf
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadstudy?id=dddb4ee4-c4f4-4856-87a1-82b46cd226e1
http://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadstudy?id=14801bdd-af1c-4c68-84a2-d8c1d114d229
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 ESG credit research 

The increasing relevance of ESG factors for credit ratings regularly prompts analysts to comment on them in research articles. 

Scope’s ESG related credit research as well as all other research and ratings are available on ScopeRatings and ScopeOne. 

ScopeOne provides institutional clients access to Scope’s growing number of corporate, bank, sovereign and public sector ratings. 

 Other, non-credit rating related ESG Services 

As part of its service offerings, Scope Group also offers non-credit related ESG services including: 

• Second Party Opinions on an issuer’s capability and capacity to meet market standards on Green Bonds, Social Bonds 

and Sustainability Bonds; 

• ESG impact analysis, based on a macroeconomic quantitative model that captures a company’s entire supply chain;  

• ESG impact indices; as well as  

• ESG fund and management ratings; 

• Climate stress tests. 

More information on these services is available on the website of ESG Analysis available on https://scope-one.com/esg-analysis.  

https://scoperatings.com/
https://app.scope-one.com/
https://scope-one.com/esg-analysis
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to be reliable and accurate. Scope does not, however, independently verify the reliability and accuracy of the information and data. 
Scope’s ratings, rating reports, rating opinions, or related research and credit opinions are provided ‘as is’ without any 
representation or warranty of any kind. In no circumstance shall Scope or its directors, officers, employees and other 
representatives be liable to any party for any direct, indirect, incidental or other damages, expenses of any kind, or losses arising 
from any use of Scope’s ratings, rating reports, rating opinions, related research or credit opinions. Ratings and other related 
credit opinions issued by Scope are, and have to be viewed by any party as, opinions on relative credit risk and not a statement 
of fact or recommendation to purchase, hold or sell securities. Past performance does not necessarily predict future results. Any 
report issued by Scope is not a prospectus or similar document related to a debt security or issuing entity. Scope issues credit 
ratings and related research and opinions with the understanding and expectation that parties using them will assess 
independently the suitability of each security for investment or transaction purposes. Scope’s credit ratings address relative credit 
risk, they do not address other risks such as market, liquidity, legal, or volatility. The information and data included herein is 
protected by copyright and other laws. To reproduce, transmit, transfer, disseminate, translate, resell, or store for subsequent use 
for any such purpose the information and data contained herein, contact Scope Ratings GmbH at Lennéstraße 5 D-10785 Berlin. 
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